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Disclaimer
While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this document,
Raven Industries assumes no responsibility for omissions and errors. Nor is any
liability assumed for damages resulting from the use of information contained
herein.
Raven Industries shall not be responsible or liable for incidental or consequential
damages or a loss of anticipated benefits or profits, work stoppage or loss, or
impairment of data arising out of the use, or inability to use, this system or any of
its components. Raven Industries shall not be held responsible for any
modifications or repairs made outside our facilities, nor damages resulting from
inadequate maintenance of this system.
As with all wireless and satellite signals, several factors may affect the availability
and accuracy of wireless and satellite navigation and correction services (e.g.
GPS, GNSS, SBAS, etc.). Therefore, Raven Industries cannot guarantee the
accuracy, integrity, continuity, or availability of these services and cannot
guarantee the ability to use Raven systems, or products used as components of
systems, which rely upon the reception of these signals or availability of these
services. Raven Industries accepts no responsibility for the use of any of these
signals or services for other than the stated purpose.
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CHAPTER
1

IMPORTANT SAFETY
INFORMATION
CHAPTER1

NOTICE
Read this manual carefully before installing the AccuRow™ system.
• Follow all safety information presented within this manual.
• If you require assistance with any portion of the installation or service of Raven equipment, contact a local
Raven dealer for support.
• Follow all safety labels affixed to the AccuRow system components. Be sure to keep safety labels in good
condition and replace any missing or damaged labels. To obtain replacements for missing or damaged safety
labels, contact a local Raven dealer.
When operating the machine after installing AccuRow, observe the following safety measures:
• Be alert and aware of surroundings.
• Do not operate AccuRow or any agricultural equipment while under the influence of alcohol or an illegal
substance.
• Remain in the operator’s position in the machine at all times when AccuRow is engaged.
• Do no drive the machine with AccuRow enabled on any public thoroughfare or main road.
• Ensure AccuRow is disabled prior to starting any maintenance or work on AccuRow or the machine.
Please review the operation and safety instructions included with your implement and/or controller.

CAUTION
INSTRUCTIONS FOR WIRE ROUTING
The word “harness” is used to mean all electrical leads and cables, bundled and unbundled. When installing
harness, secure it at least every 30 cm (12in) to the frame. Follow existing harness as much as possible and use
these guidelines:
Harness should not contact or be attached to:
• Lines and hoses with high vibration forces or pressure spikes
• Lines and hoses carrying hot fluids beyond harness component specifications
Avoid contact with any sharp edge or abrading surfaces such as, but not limited to:
• Sheared or flame cut edges
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CHAPTER 1
• Edges of machined surfaces
• Fastener threads or cap screw heads
• Ends of adjustable hose clamps
• Wire exiting conduit without protection, either ends or side of conduit
• Hose and tube fittings
Routing should not allow harnesses to:
• Hang below the unit
• Have the potential to become damaged due to exposure to the exterior environment. (i.e. tree limbs, debris,
attachments)
• Be placed in areas of or in contact with machine components which develop temperatures higher than the
temperature rating of harness components
• Wiring should be protected or shielded if it needs to route near hot temperatures beyond harness component
specifications
Harnessing should not have sharp bends
Allow sufficient clearance from machine component operational zones such as:
• Drive shafts, universal joints and hitches (i.e. 3-point hitch)
• Pulleys, gears, sprockets
• Deflection and backlash of belts and chains
• Adjustment zones of adjustable brackets
• Changes of position in steering and suspension systems
• Moving linkages, cylinders, articulation joints, attachments
• Ground engaging components
For harness sections that move during machine operation:
• Allow sufficient length for free movement without interference to prevent: pulling, pinching, catching or
rubbing, especially in articulation and pivot points
• Clamp harnesses securely to force controlled movement to occur in the desired harness section
• Avoid sharp twisting or flexing of harnesses in short distances
• Connectors and splices should not be located in harness sections that move
Protect harnesses from:
• Foreign objects such as rocks that may fall or be thrown by the unit
• Buildup of dirt, mud, snow, ice, submersion in water and oil
• Tree limbs, brush and debris
• Damage where service personnel or operators might step or use as a grab bar
• Damage when passing through metal structures
IMPORTANT:

Avoid directly spraying electrical components and connections with high pressure water. High pressure
water sprays can penetrate seals and cause electrical components to corrode or otherwise become
damaged. When performing maintenance:

• Inspect all electrical components and connections for damage or corrosion. Repair or replace
components, connections, or cable as necessary.

• Ensure connections are clean, dry, and not damaged. Repair or replace components, connections,
or cable as necessary.
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• Clean components or connections using low pressure water, pressurized air, or an aerosol electrical
component cleaning agent.

• Remove visible surface water from components, connections, or seals using pressurized air or an
aerosol electrical component cleaning agent. allow components to dry completely before
reconnecting cables.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR HOSE ROUTING
The word “hose” is used to mean all flexible fluid carrying components. Follow existing hoses as much as possible
and use these guidelines:
Hoses should not contact or be attached to:
• Components with high vibration forces
• Components carrying hot fluids beyond component specifications
Avoid contact with any sharp edge or abrading surfaces such as, but not limited to:
• Sheared or flame cut edges
• Edges of machined surfaces
• Fastener threads or cap screw heads
• Ends of adjustable hose clamps
Routing should not allow hoses to:
• Hang below the unit
• Have the potential to become damaged due to exposure to the exterior environment. (i.e. tree limbs, debris,
attachments)
• Be placed in areas of or in contact with machine components which develop temperatures higher than the
temperature rating of hose components
• Hoses should be protected or shielded if it needs to route near hot temperatures beyond hose component
specifications
Hoses should not have sharp bends
Allow sufficient clearance from machine component operational zones such as:
• Drive shafts, universal joints and hitches (i.e. 3-point hitch)
• Pulleys, gears, sprockets
• Deflection and backlash of belts and chains
• Adjustment zones of adjustable brackets
• Changes of position in steering and suspension systems
• Moving linkages, cylinders, articulation joints, attachments
• Ground engaging components
For hose sections that move during machine operation:
• Allow sufficient length for free movement without interference to prevent: pulling, pinching, catching or
rubbing, especially in articulation and pivot points
• Clamp hoses securely to force controlled movement to occur in the desired hose section
• Avoid sharp twisting or flexing of hoses in short distances
Manual No. 016-0171-275
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Protect hoses from:
• Foreign objects such as rocks that may fall or be thrown by the unit
• Buildup of dirt, mud, snow, ice, submersion in water and oil
• Tree limbs, brush and debris
• Damage where service personnel or operators might step or use as a grab bar
• Damage when passing through metal structures
• High pressure wash
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INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER2

2

When the AccuRow™ system is first installed, the AccuRow control console will need to be calibrated for the
specific implement with which the system will be operating.
Refer to the following chapters for information on calibrating and operating the AccuRow feature with the
following Raven control consoles or field computers:
• Viper Pro
• Envizio Pro or Envizio Pro II
• Cruizer II
• Envizio Plus
NOTE:

Be sure to utilize the table of contents provided at the beginning of this manual for assistance locating
the instructions for your specific Raven controller.

INSTALLATION
Installation must be fully completed before attempting to calibrate the AccuRow system. Refer to the AccuRow
Installation Manual or contact a local Raven dealer for assistance with installing the AccuRow system components.

WARNING
Read all safety requirements and precautions in
the installation manual prior to operating a
machine equipped with the AccuRow feature.
Failure to follow safety precautions may lead to
damage to equipment, personal injury or death.

UPDATES
Updates for Raven manuals as well as software updates for Raven products are available from the Applied
Technology Division web site:
www.ravenhelp.com
Sign up for email alerts to receive notifications when updates for Raven products become available.
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CHAPTER
3

VIPER PRO CALIBRATION AND
OPERATION
CHAPTER3

The following sections provide information on calibrating and operating the AccuRow™ feature using a Raven
Viper Pro field computer. For additional information on using the Viper Pro application management system,
starting jobs or configuring other settings such as local profiles, refer to the Viper Pro Installation and Operation
Manual.

ACCUROW™ INITIAL CALIBRATION
Use this procedure to calibrate the AccuRow system for the first time. This procedure may also help reconfigure
the AccuRow system if the default settings have been restored for any reason.

SELECT THE ACCUROW™ CONTROLLER
To set the Viper Pro to control the AccuRow system:
1. Power up the Viper Pro field computer and start the Viper Pro application management system.
2. Touch the Menu button in the lower, right corner of the Viper Pro display.

3. Within the displayed menu selections, touch Setup and select Prod Control to access the Select Controller
screen.
NOTE:

Be sure to note the current controller setting to return the Viper Pro to the previous control mode. It
is also recommended to set up a Profile for the AccuRow control mode and any other controllers
used with the Viper Pro. Review the Viper Pro Installation and Operation Manual for more information
on setting up, saving and loading profiles.

4. Use the scroll arrows along the right side of the screen if necessary to locate the AccuRow option from the list
of controllers.
5. Touch the AccuRow option and touch OK to return to the main screen.

IMPLEMENT CONFIGURATION
Refer to the following procedure for assistance with setting up the implement width and sections on the Viper Pro
field computer.
Manual No. 016-0171-275
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1. Touch the Menu button in the lower, right corner of the Viper Pro display.

2. Within the displayed menu selections, touch Setup and Planter to access the Plater Setup pages.

NOTE:

Touch the Cancel button at any time to return to the Viper Pro main screen.

3. Use the on-screen keyboard to enter the Number of Row Units (maximum 48) and the Row Width in the
displayed units.
NOTE:

Review the Viper Pro Installation and Operation Manual for information on changing the units used
and displayed on the Viper Pro.

The number of units multiplied by the row width should be equal to the actual implement width and will be
used by the Viper Pro when providing swath guidance during field operations.
4. Use the on-screen keyboard to enter the Left/Right and Fore/Aft offset of the GPS antenna from the center of
the implement. Touch the More Info button for additional assistance with the offset values.
5. Touch the Next button to continue setting up the AccuRow system.
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6. Use the on-screen keyboard to enter the number of sections which the AccuRow system will be controlling
(maximum 16).
NOTE:

The Viper Pro will automatically divide the number of row units equally into the entered sections. If
the number of row units cannot be divided evenly into the entered number of sections (e.g. 16
sections on a 24 row planter), the operator will be required to configure the implement sections by
mapping, or assigning, row units to sections.

7. Touch the Next button to advance to the Planter Setup Summary screen.

8. Review the displayed implement settings and the section locations.
To adjust the offset values for a specific section, touch the section indicator or the displayed section settings.
9. To reconfigure the row units assigned to each section, touch the Map Rows button.
Use the Next and Prev buttons as necessary to cycle between configured planter sections. Unassigned row
units may be assigned to the displayed section by touching the row unit number to place a check mark in the
corresponding radio button. Once all row units have been mapped to sections correctly, touch the OK button
on the Section Mapping screen for the last section.
10. To accept the displayed implement configuration shown on the Planter Setup Summary screen, touch the OK
button.

ACCUROW™ CONTROL SETTINGS
Once the Viper Pro is assigned to control the AccuRow feature and the implement is configured, the AccuRow
system is capable of automatically controlling planter sections during an actual field operation. Review the Viper
Pro Installation and Operation Manual for more information about starting and using job features.
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During an operation, the operator may adjust the response of the AccuRow system by touching within the
Sections Status display area.

The following settings may be configured to adjust the response of the AccuRow feature:

TURN-OFF PERCENT COVERAGE
This value controls the percentage of the section that must be inside a previously applied area in order for the
boom to turn off. The default value is 80%. This would require that 80% of a section be in a previously applied area
before AccuRow would turn off that section.
NOTE:

If the value is set to 0%, the section will not turn off automatically.

LOOK AHEADS
Depending upon the type of control hardware installed on the implement, it may take several seconds to adjust
when turning planter sections on or off. To help compensate for the hardware response time and mechanical lag
for the row units to begin planting, the look ahead values allow the Viper Pro to begin toggling planter sections on
or off for AccuRow zone maps or previously covered areas.
Turn-On Look-Ahead Seconds. Enter the number of seconds ahead of the vehicle (based on vehicle speed)
which the Viper Pro will scan for zone or coverage boundaries when turning planter sections on.
Turn-Off Look-Ahead Seconds. Enter the number of seconds ahead of the vehicle (based on vehicle speed)
which the Viper Pro will scan for zone or coverage boundaries when turning planter sections off.
NOTE:

The AccuRow Aggressiveness Factor uses the turn-on and turn-off look-ahead values to adapt the
responsiveness of the AccuRow system for different driving styles and field conditions or layout. See
the Aggressiveness section on page 9 for more information on using the AccuRow aggressiveness.

ACCUROW OVERRIDE SECONDS
Enter the number of seconds for AccuRow to turn all planter sections on when the override is activated. Refer to
the Using the AccuRow™ Override section on page 11 for more information about the AccuRow Override feature.

ENABLE ZERO-SPEED OVERRIDE
Select this option to display the AccuRow Override button automatically when the detected vehicle speed is zero.
8
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ACCUROW™ SECTION DISABLE
The section disable feature allows the operator to select which sections AccuRow is able to turn on or off
automatically during field operations.
To disable sections:
1. Touch within the Sections Status display area.

2. On the first AccuRow Control Setup screen, touch the Next button to display the planter section selections.

3. Select the Enable option below the planter sections to allow sections to be controlled automatically by the
AccuRow feature. Selecting the Disable option will disable AccuRow control of all implement sections.
4. Touch the radio buttons corresponding to the individual planter sections to toggle AccuRow section control for
the section. Remove the check mark from any sections for which AccuRow control is not desired.
NOTE:

Rate control is not supported by the AccuRow control mode. Be sure to disable the Enable Zero Rate
Shut Off option if displayed on this screen.

5. Touch the OK button to accept the displayed settings and return to the main screen or Next to proceed to the
AccuRow Aggressiveness Factor screen.

AGGRESSIVENESS
The look-ahead values set the amount of time ahead of the vehicle (based on vehicle speed) which the Viper Pro
will scan for zone or coverage boundaries during field operations. By default, AccuRow overrides any additional
boundaries detected until the look-ahead time has passed. For example, if the turn-on look-ahead value is set to 5
seconds and AccuRow detects an uncovered area five seconds ahead of a section, AccuRow toggles that section
on and will ignore subsequent commands to turn that section off until the section has entered the uncovered area.
For sections at the ends of larger implements, or where sharp turns or aggressive maneuvering is necessary, this
override may cause unexpected skips in coverage. The aggressiveness factor uses the user defined look-ahead
values to adjust AccuRow response for these driving styles and/or field areas requiring aggressive maneuvering
when crossing zone boundaries.
The AccuRow aggressiveness factor adds a percentage of the current turn-on or turn-off look-ahead setting to the
time which AccuRow overrides subsequent zone boundaries.
To set the AccuRow aggressiveness:

Manual No. 016-0171-275
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1. Touch within the Sections Status display area.

2. Touch the Next button until the AccuRow Aggressiveness Factor screen is displayed.

3. Select the desired aggressiveness setting to match the operator driving style or requirements.
4. Touch OK to accept the selected aggressiveness factor setting and return to the main screen.

ACCUROW™ ENABLED JOBS
When starting a job during which the AccuRow feature will be used to control implement sections, be sure to
enable the AccuRow Control option.
NOTE:

The AccuRow feature must be enabled during job set up to allow the AccuRow system to
automatically control implement sections. If the job will be used to scout features for an upcoming
field operation, or if the job will be resumed at a later date, the AccuRow Control feature cannot be
added if it was not enabled during the initial job setup. A new job will need to be set up to add
AccuRow or any other features.

To enable AccuRow when starting a new job:
1. Touch the Menu button in the lower, right corner of the Viper Pro display.

2. Within the displayed menu selections, touch Start Job and New Job.
3. On the New Job screen, enable the AccuRow Control option and any other desired features for the job.
4. Refer to the Viper Pro Installation and Operation Manual for additional assistance completing the new job
setup.
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USING THE ACCUROW™ OVERRIDE
The AccuRow Override feature allows the operator to momentarily override planter sections controlled off by the
AccuRow system. This feature is useful when starting from a complete stop or to recover area that may have been
missed due to empty or clogged row units, etc.
NOTE:

The override will only activate sections currently configured for AccuRow control. Review the
AccuRow™ Section Disable section on page 9 for information on enabling or disabling automatic
section control for planter sections.

To activate the AccuRow override during a field operation:
1. Within the active job on the Viper Pro field computer, touch within the Section Status display area.

2. Verify that the AccuRow Override Sec value entered is set to a non-zero value. If necessary, touch the override
seconds value and enter a new override time.
3. Touch the Activate button. The AccuRow system will toggle all sections on and disregard zone or coverage
boundaries for the override set override time. Once the override time has expired, the AccuRow system will
resume normal operation and control sections based upon zone features the current coverage map.

ACCUROW™ ZONE MAPPING
The AccuRow feature allows the operator to select the method for automatic section control based upon coverage
and/or zone maps when setting up a new job. In addition to coverage and zone maps, field boundaries
completed with the AccuRow feature enabled may automatically create a no-plant zone of at least three
implement widths around the outside of the completed field boundary.
NOTE:

Due to the drift experienced with most DGPS correction sources, recorded field boundaries and zone
maps may drift over time. Depending upon the accuracy and repeatability of the correction source
used to record the map, or used during the field operation, it is recommended to check that a
recorded map or boundary is aligned with the actual field location prior to starting field operations.
For more information or assistance with DGPS correction sources, contact a local Raven dealer.

Review the following methods for creating and using AccuRow zone maps during field operations.

STANDARD ACCUROW
The standard AccuRow method uses the coverage map created during an active job to control implement sections
based on previous coverage. AccuRow will automatically turn of implement sections as each section crosses into a
previously covered area.
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The standard AccuRow method does not require any setup to start using the automatic section control features,
but AccuRow will not automatically shut off section in areas where row units or sections may not be desired such
as around well heads or in water ways within the field area.
NOTE:

Field boundaries created while using the standard AccuRow mapping method will not create a noplant zone around the completed field boundary.

CREATE ACCUROW ZONE MAP
An AccuRow zone, or no-plant, map allows the operator to define areas of a field where the row units or sections
should be disabled. Once the zone map is completed, the AccuRow feature will automatically shut off any row
units or sections that cross into a no-plant zone.
Creating a zone map does not interfere with standard AccuRow functionality for shutting off row units or planter
sections based upon previous coverage, but does require that the operator map the zones within the field area
where the AccuRow system should shut off planter sections automatically. Zone maps may be scouted prior to
starting the actual field operation or may be created during the field operation.
NOTE:

Refer to the Creating an AccuRow™ Zone Map section on page 12 for details on recording zones and
completing the zone map for use with the AccuRow system.

LOAD ACCUROW ZONE MAP
An AccuRow zone map created during a previous job or scouted prior to the actual field operation may be loaded
into a new job setup. This allows the operator to use the same zone features as previous jobs without having to
record a new zone map for the field operation.
No additional setup is required for this option, however a zone map or field boundary must be stored on the
internal memory or reloaded onto the field computer to be used during a new job.

CREATE MAP FROM FIELD BOUNDARY
Select this option to load a field boundary recorded without the AccuRow feature enabled to allow the Viper Pro
to automatically create a zone map from an existing field boundary stored on the field computer.
Select a job file stored on the Viper Pro which contains the desired field boundary to load that field boundary into
the new job. The Viper Pro will automatically create a zone map using the boundary and create a no-plant zone of
at least three implement widths around the outside of the loaded field boundary.
NOTE:

The operator will be prompted to select a job file containing the desired field boundary. If the
selected job does not contain a completed field boundary, the Viper Pro will display a prompt
indicating that the selected boundary is not complete. Select a different AccuRow mapping mode or
locate a different job file containing the completed boundary.

CREATING AN ACCUROW™ ZONE MAP
1. Start a new job with the AccuRow Control feature enabled.
2. Select one of the non-standard AccuRow mapping methods.
NOTE:

Zone maps cannot be created using the Standard AccuRow method.

3. Once the job file is open, touch the Scout tab along the right side of the Viper Pro screen.
4. Touch the Record button in the lower, left corner of the guidance display.
5. Select the Zone button from the displayed feature options. The Record Field Feature screen will be displayed.
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6. Select the Plant option to create a zone where AccuRow will control sections on.
Select the No-Plant option to create a zone where AccuRow will control sections off.
Select the Plant Zone/Boundary option to create a field boundary and automatically assign the area at least
three swath widths outside the completed boundary to a no-plant zone.
NOTE:

Only one zone type may be recorded at a time.
Plant and no-plant zones will not automatically close the zone boundary as with standard field
boundaries. The operator will need to close the boundary manually at the end of the boundary path.

7. Select the Manual Point Entry option to manually enter points for the zone boundary. The field computer will
automatically connect the points with straight line segments when the zone boundary is completed.
Select the Auto Point Entry option to allow the Viper Pro to plot points for the zone boundary automatically
while driving around the field. Under normal conditions, this option is recommended.
Select the Manual Point Entry:Rubber Banded Zone option to manually enter points and allow the field
computer to create a “best fit line.”
8. Select Do Not Shift to record the boundary at the center of the swath or implement or the Left or Right option
to record the boundary at the left or right edge of the swath.
9. Touch OK to start recording the zone or boundary.
10. To end the zone boundary, touch Finish and follow the instructions on the screen.
NOTE:

Any number of plant or no-plant zones may be recorded within a job. Only one plant zone/boundary
or field boundary may be recorded per job.

11. Repeat the above steps as necessary to record additional zones or features from the Scout tab.
12. When all zone boundaries have been completed, select the AccuRow tab and touch the Create Map button to
complete the AccuRow zone mapping operation and allow the AccuRow system to control implement sections
based upon the zone map features.
NOTE:

The Create Map button is only available if at least one zone has been defined and if no zones are
currently in the process of being recorded.

CHANGING ZONE MAP COLORS
The Viper Pro provides a set of default colors for displaying the completed AccuRow zone map. These colors may
be reconfigured to suit user preferences. To reconfigure the zone map colors:
1. Touch Menu and select Setup, Maps and Scout Maps.
NOTE:

The plant and no-plant labels are inaccessible and cannot be renamed, but the default colors options
are available.

2. Touch the Color button to the right of the feature name. The Feature Colors screen will be displayed.
3. Select the desired color for the feature and touch OK. The new color will be displayed for future zone mapping
operations.
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CHAPTER
4

ENVIZIO PRO™ OR
ENVIZIO PRO II™ CALIBRATION
AND OPERATION
CHAPTER4

The following sections provide information on calibrating and operating the AccuRow™ feature using a Raven
Envizio Pro or Envizio Pro II field computer. For additional information on using the Envizio Pro or Envizio Pro II
application management system, starting jobs or configuring other settings such as local profiles, refer to the
Envizio Pro and Envizio Pro II Installation and Operation Manual.

ACCUROW™ INITIAL CALIBRATION
Use this procedure to calibrate the AccuRow system for the first time. This procedure may also help reconfigure
the AccuRow system if the default settings have been restored for any reason.

SELECT THE ACCUROW™ CONTROLLER
To set the field computer to control the AccuRow system:
1. Power up the field computer.
2. From the Home screen, touch the Tools Menu icon in the center of the display.
3. On the Show All tab within the Tools Menu, select the Control Interface icon from the System menu.

NOTE:

Be sure to note the current controller setting to return the field computer to the previous control
mode. It is also recommended to set up a Profile for the AccuRow control mode and any other
controllers used with the Envizio Pro or Envizio Pro II. Review the Envizio Pro and Envizio Pro II
Installation and Operation Manual for more information on setting up, saving and loading profiles.

4. Use the up and down arrows if necessary to scroll through the available Product Control Options to locate and
select the CAN AccuRow Only option in the list.
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5. Enable the Reverse Sensing option to allow the field computer to automatically detect when the vehicle is
travelling in reverse during field operations. This option may be used to help when creating coverage maps of
planter operations if the operator backs into corners.
6. Select the On-Screen Vehicle Arrow or AccuRow Master Switch option for toggling coverage history during
field operations. Select the master switch option if the implement switch is installed to detect when the
implement is raised and lowered to automatically toggle coverage mapping on and off. If the implement switch
is not installed, select the vehicle arrow to manually toggle coverage mapping by touching the vehicle arrow on
the guidance displays.
7. Touch the Accept icon to save the displayed settings and return to the Tools Menu screen.

IMPLEMENT CONFIGURATION
When configuring the AccuRow™ system on the Envizio Pro™ or Envizio Pro II™ field computer, especially for the
first time, it is recommended to use the Setup Wizard to ensure that the system is fully calibrated before
proceeding. All settings or selections may be adjusted later using the standard menu selections or by restarting
the Setup Wizard. To set up the AccuRow system using the Setup Wizard:
1. From the Home screen, touch the Tools Menu icon in the center of the display.
2. On the Show All tab within the Tools Menu, select the Wizard icon in the upper, left corner of the menu.

3. Select the Section Setup Wizard to begin calibrating the field computer and AccuRow control sections available
on the implement.

GUIDANCE WIDTH
4. Use the on-screen keypad to enter the swath width of the implement in the units displayed to the right of the
current guidance width value.
NOTE:

Review the Envizio Pro and Envizio Pro II Installation and Operation Manual for information on
changing the units used and displayed on the field computer.

The guidance width is the working width covered by the implement for each pass or swath. The guidance width
is used by the field computer to calculate and display guidance paths during field operations. Be sure to enter
a guidance width equal to the total section width of the implement.
5. Touch the Next arrow to continue.
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OFFSETS
The relative position of the GPS antenna with respect to
the center of the implement must be entered to properly
map and control sections during field operations. Use
the following procedure to configure the field computer
for the implement and GPS antenna locations.
6. Touch the current Fore/Aft value and use the
displayed keypad to enter the measured distance
from the implement to the GPS antenna in the
direction of vehicle travel in the units displayed on the
screen.
NOTE:

The fore/aft value must be measured
perpendicular to the implement width.
Review the Envizio Pro and Envizio Pro II Installation and Operation Manual for information on
changing the units used and displayed on the field computer.

Touch the Accept icon to save the displayed value and return to the Offset Setup screen.
7. Select the Implement in Front option at the bottom of the screen if the implement is positioned in front of the
GPS antenna location. For normal planter configurations, this option should be disabled.
8. Touch the current Left/Right value and use the displayed keypad to enter the measured distance from the
implement to the GPS antenna parallel to the implement width.
NOTE:

The left/right value must be measured parallel to the implement width.

Touch the Accept icon to save the displayed value and return to the Offset Setup screen.
9. Select the Left of Center option at the bottom of the screen if the GPS antenna is offset to the left of the center
of the implement width.
10. Touch the current Antenna Height value and use the displayed keypad to enter the measured height of the GPS
antenna above ground.
11. Touch the Accept icon to save the displayed values and return to the Tools Menu screen.
12. Touch the Next arrow to continue.

NUMBER OF ROWS
13. Use the on-screen keypad to enter the number of row units on the planter implement.
14. Touch the Next arrow to continue.

ROW WIDTH
15. Use the on-screen keypad to enter the row spacing between row units in the units displayed.
16. Touch the Next arrow to continue.
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ACCUROW SECTIONS
17. Use the on-screen keypad to enter the number of
sections which will be controlled using the AccuRow
system.
18. Select the Uniform Sections option if the sections are
of equal width across the implement to allow the field
computer to automatically configure the implement
sections. If all sections are not of equal width, select
the Mixed Sections option to configure section widths
manually.
19. Touch the Next arrow to continue. Skip to step 22 if
the uniform sections option is used to configure equal
implement sections across the implement width.
20. If the mixed sections option was selected, the first
AccuRow Section screen will be displayed. Enter the
number of row units controlled in the first AccuRow controlled section.
21. Touch the Next arrow to continue to the next section screen. Continue configuring sections as necessary until
all row units are configured for the implement width.
22. When all AccuRow sections are configured, the Planter Summary screen will be displayed. Review the
implement configuration entered on the field computer.
23. Touch the Next arrow to proceed to the Row Assignments screen.
24.Touch the Accept icon to save the implement configuration and return to the Setup Wizard Menu screen.
NOTE:

The Section Setup Wizard may be run again if any errors were made during the previous
configuration or to configure another implement for use with the AccuRow feature. It is
recommended to save a profile for the current implement before programming additional
implements. Refer to the Envizio Pro or Envizio Pro II Installation and Operation Manual for more
information on creating, saving and using profiles.

ACCUROW™ CONTROL SETTINGS
Once the field computer is assigned to control the AccuRow feature and the implement is configured, the
AccuRow system is capable of automatically controlling planter sections during an actual field operation. Review
the Envizio Pro and Envizio Pro II Installation and Operation Manual for more information about starting and using
job features.
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The operator may adjust the response of the AccuRow system for field operations in the Tools Menu by selecting
the AccuRow icon within the System menu.

The following settings may be configured to adjust the response of the AccuRow feature:

LOOK AHEADS
Depending upon the type of control hardware installed on the implement, it may take several seconds to adjust
when turning planter sections on or off. To help compensate for the hardware response time and mechanical lag
for the row units to begin planting, the look ahead values allow the Viper Pro to begin toggling planter sections on
or off for AccuRow zone maps or previously covered areas.
NOTE:

The AccuRow Aggressiveness Factor uses the turn-on and turn-off look-ahead values to adapt the
responsiveness of the AccuRow system for different driving styles and field conditions or layout. See
the Aggressiveness section on page 20 for more information on using the AccuRow aggressiveness.

USE LOOK AHEAD DISTANCE
Select the look ahead distance option at the bottom of the AccuRow Settings screen to use a distance for the look
ahead feature. While using look ahead distances, it is necessary to keep the vehicle speed constant across zone
boundaries until any sections have turned on or off.
NOTE:

Setting the look ahead values too high may cause the control system to turn on or off too early. This
may cause overlaps, skips, or undesirable seed rate in some areas. Generally, a value between 40 and
60 inches will be a good starting point for the look ahead settings. Adjust the turn off and turn on
look ahead values independently to adjust response of the AccuRow system.

ON LOOK AHEAD
Enter the number of seconds ahead of the vehicle (based on vehicle speed) which the field computer will scan for
zone or coverage boundaries when turning planter sections on.
If using look ahead distance, enter the distance to the zone or feature boundary which the field computer should
begin turning on sections.

OFF LOOK AHEAD
Enter the number of seconds ahead of the vehicle (based on vehicle speed) which the Viper Pro will scan for zone
or coverage boundaries when turning planter sections off.
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If using look ahead distance, enter the distance to the zone or feature boundary which the field computer should
begin adjusting sections.

TURN OFF PERCENT
This value controls the percentage of the section that must be inside a previously applied area in order for the
boom to turn off. The default value is 80%. This would require that 80% of a section be in a previously applied area
before AccuRow would turn off that section.
NOTE:

If the value is set to 0%, the section will not turn off automatically.

ROW CONTROL SETTINGS
Select the Row Control Settings button to select which row units or implement sections AccuRow is able to turn on
or off automatically during field operations. In normal configurations with normal field operations, all sections
should be enabled for AccuRow control.

ON OVERRIDE
Enter the number of seconds for AccuRow to turn all planter sections on when the override is activated. Refer to
the Using the AccuRow™ Override section on page 21 for more information about the AccuRow Override feature.

AGGRESSIVENESS
The look-ahead values set the amount of time ahead of the vehicle (based on vehicle speed) which the field
computer will scan for zone or coverage boundaries during field operations. By default, AccuRow overrides any
additional boundaries detected until the look-ahead time has passed. For example, if the turn-on look-ahead value
is set to 5 seconds and AccuRow detects an uncovered area 5 seconds ahead of a section, AccuRow toggles that
section on and will ignore subsequent commands to turn that section off until the section has entered the
uncovered area. For sections at the ends of larger implements, or where sharp turns or aggressive maneuvering is
necessary, this override may cause unexpected skips in coverage. The aggressiveness factor uses the user defined
look-ahead values to adjust AccuRow response for these driving styles and/or field areas requiring aggressive
maneuvering when crossing zone boundaries.
The AccuRow aggressiveness factor adds a percentage of the current turn-on or turn-off look-ahead setting to the
time which AccuRow overrides subsequent zone boundaries.

ACCUROW™ ENABLED JOBS
When starting a job during which the AccuRow feature will be used to control implement sections, be sure to
enable the AccuRow Control option.
NOTE:

The AccuRow feature must be enabled during job set up to allow the AccuRow system to
automatically control implement sections. If the job will be used to scout features for an upcoming
field operation, or if the job will be resumed at a later date, the AccuRow Control feature cannot be
added if it was not enabled during the initial job setup. A new job will need to be set up to add
AccuRow or any other features.

To enable AccuRow when starting a new job:
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1. Touch the Start Job button on the Home Screen.

2. Touch the AccuRow button on the Start Job - Verify Settings screen.
3. Select the Enable AccuRow option to enable automatic section control during the job.
4. If a zone map will be used, select the Enable Zone Map option.
5. Select an existing zone map from the displayed list or touch the New icon at the top of the screen to create a
new zone map during the field operation.
6. Touch the Monitor button to enter seed type and variety information if desired.
7. Review the Envizio Pro and Envizio Pro II Installation and Operation Manual for more information on the other
available settings displayed on the Start Job - Verify Settings screen.

USING THE ACCUROW™ OVERRIDE
The AccuRow Override feature allows the operator to momentarily override planter sections controlled off by the
AccuRow system. This feature is useful when starting from a complete stop or to recover area that may have been
missed due to empty or clogged row units, etc.
NOTE:

The override will only activate sections currently configured for AccuRow control. Review the Row
Control Settings section on page 20 for information on enabling or disabling automatic section
control for planter sections.

To activate the AccuRow override during a field operation, touch the AccuRow Override icon displayed on the
guidance screen.

ACCUROW™ ZONE MAPPING
The AccuRow feature allows the operator to select the method for automatic section control based upon coverage
and/or zone maps when setting up a new job. In addition to coverage and zone maps, field boundaries
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completed with the AccuRow feature enabled may automatically create a no-plant zone of at least three
implement widths around the outside of the completed field boundary.
NOTE:

Due to the drift experienced with most DGPS correction sources, recorded field boundaries and zone
maps may drift over time. Depending upon the accuracy and repeatability of the correction source
used to record the map, or used during the field operation, it is recommended to check that a
recorded map or boundary is aligned with the actual field location prior to starting field operations.
For more information or assistance with DGPS correction sources, contact a local Raven dealer.

Review the following methods for creating and using AccuRow zone maps during field operations.

STANDARD ACCUROW
The standard AccuRow method uses the coverage map created during an active job to control implement sections
based on previous coverage. AccuRow will automatically turn of implement sections as each section crosses into a
previously covered area.
The standard AccuRow method does not require any setup to start using the automatic section control features,
but AccuRow will not automatically shut off section in areas where row units or sections may not be desired such
as around well heads or in water ways within the field area.
NOTE:

Field boundaries created while using the standard AccuRow mapping method will not create a noplant zone around the completed field boundary.

ZONE MAPPING
An AccuRow zone, or no-plant, map allows the operator to define areas of a field where the row units or sections
should be disabled. Once the zone map is completed, the AccuRow feature will automatically shut off any row
units or sections that cross into a no-plant zone.
Creating a zone map does not interfere with standard AccuRow functionality for shutting off row units or planter
sections based upon previous coverage, but does require that the operator map the zones within the field area
where the AccuRow system should shut off planter sections automatically. Zone maps may be scouted prior to
starting the actual field operation or may be created during the field operation.
NOTE:

Refer to the Creating an AccuRow™ Zone Map section on page 23 for details on recording zones and
completing the zone map for use with the AccuRow system.

Field boundaries within an AccuRow enabled job automatically create a zone map based upon the completed
boundary. A field boundary recorded without the AccuRow feature enabled can be converted to an AccuRow field
boundary later. See the Loading a Field Boundary section on page 170 for details.
NOTE:

Do not move the planter out of the field area while automatic section control is enabled. Toggle the
master switch to keep AccuRow from turning on sections unexpectedly. If the ‘Enable Zone Map’
option is not selected during the Start Job - Verify Settings process, AccuRow will not assign plant/noplant zones to completed field boundaries.

LOADING A FIELD BOUNDARY
A field boundary recorded without the AccuRow zone mapping feature enabled may be loaded into a job to
create a zone map using the completed field boundary. To load a field boundary into an AccuRow enabled job:
1. Start a new job with AccuRow and Zone Mapping enabled.
2. Touch Guidance Menu
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3. Select Plant Zone Mapping Tools

and Load Field Boundary

.

A list of previous job files with field boundaries currently stored on the field computer will be displayed.
4. Select the name of the job with the desired field boundary and touch Accept icon. The selected field boundary
will be displayed on the Guidance screen.
5. To covert the field boundary to a zone map, touch Guidance Menu

and select Accept

.

6. The field computer will convert the boundary and display the zone map on the guidance display.

CREATING AN ACCUROW™ ZONE MAP
1. Start a new job with AccuRow enabled.
2. Select the Enable Zone Map and enter a new name for the map to be created.
3. Touch the Guidance Menu button in the lower, right corner of the screen and select the Zone Mapping Tools
icon to access the following zone mapping tools:
NOTE:

The tools available within the guidance menu may depend upon the map features present within the
current job. Review the following descriptions for more information about using mapping tools
during a field operation.
Touch the Record No-Plant Zone icon to begin recording points along a zone boundary. The area
inside of the completed boundary will become a no-plant zone.
Touch the Record Plant Zone icon to begin recording points along a zone boundary. The area
inside of the completed boundary will become a plant zone.
Touch the Record Field Boundary icon to create a new AccuRow Field Boundary. With plant zone
Mapping mode enabled, AccuRow will assign a minimum of three planter widths outside of the
completed boundary as a no-plant zone.

4. After selecting the type of zone or boundary to record, select the reference point for the boundary. Select the:

• Left or Right End of Section options set the reference point at the left or right end of the swath
width.

• Center of Planter sets the reference point at the center of the swath width.
• Antenna Position uses the configured antenna offsets to determine the location of the DGPS
antenna.

5. While recording a zone map feature, the following boundary tools will be displayed on the Guidance screen.
Pause. select the pause button to temporarily interrupt recording the current plant zone map feature.
Pause

Pause
Plant

Pause

This feature is useful if the vehicle path will not follow the desired boundary to refill a tank or row units, etc.
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Resume. While paused, a resume button replaces the pause and end buttons on the Guidance screen.
Resume
No-Plant

Resume
Plant

Resume

Touch this button to resume recording the paused plant zone feature.
Stop. When finished recording a zone or Boundary, touch the Stop button to close zone or Boundary.
Stop

NOTE:

Stop

Stop

Envizio Pro will draw a straight line from the starting point of the feature to the machine’s current
location when closing the plant zone map feature.

6. While recording or editing the zone map, the field computer will not control sections based upon zones. To
complete the zone map and allow the field computer to start controlling sections based upon the zone map
features, select Guidance Menu
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CRUIZER II CALIBRATION AND
OPERATION
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The following sections provide information on calibrating and operating the AccuRow™ feature using a Raven
Cruizer II™ console. For additional information on using the Cruizer II, starting jobs or configuring other settings,
refer to the Cruizer II Operation Guide.
NOTE:

If the Cruizer II console is connected to one of the following Raven rate control consoles, the Cruizer II
will forward section on/off commands from the AccuRow node to the rate controller to provide
automatic section control for product applications.

•
•
•
•

SCS 4x0 (e.g. SCS 440/460, etc.)
SCS 6x0 (e.g. SCS 660/661, etc.)
SCS 4400
SCS 4600

When used with the SCS 4400 or SCS 4600, the Cruizer II must have software version 2.3.3 or later.
The Cruizer II console must be capable of CANbus communication in order to control an optional
AccuRow system.

ACCUROW™ INITIAL CALIBRATION
Use this procedure to calibrate the AccuRow system for the first time. This procedure may also help reconfigure
the AccuRow system if the default settings have been restored for any reason.

SECTIONS SETUP
The Section configuration uses the programmed antenna Offset values to determine the relative location of each
section with respect to the GPS antenna. If the GPS antenna is moved, or if the offset values are modified, verify
that the section settings are correct before starting or resuming a field operation. To set up sections for automatic
section control:
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1. From the Home screen, select Tools Menu
Vehicle

Sections

. The Rows setup

screen will be displayed.
NOTE:

The Sections icon is only available in the
Tools Menu if the Cruizer II detects the
AccuRow node on the CANbus. If the
appropriate hardware has been installed,
review the CAN Troubleshooting section on
page 41 to troubleshoot the node.

2. Touch the No. of Rows selector or Keypad
to set
the number of row units (maximum 48) on the
implement.
3. Touch the Row Spacing selector or Keypad
NOTE:

to set the row unit spacing (maximum 48).

The currently selected units are displayed below the row spacing slider. Be sure to enter the measured
row spacing in the units displayed.

4. Touch the Next

icon to save the displayed settings and continue to the Sections setup screen.

5. Touch the Settings Lock
and use the No. of Rows selector or Keypad
(maximum 48) on the implement.
6. The list of configured sections is displayed below the
No. of Sections slider. This list is automatically
updated if the number of sections is adjusted. Use the
up or down arrows to display additional section
settings if necessary.
NOTE:

to set the number of row units

Number of

Settings

Section 1 corresponds to the left most
section (as observed from the operator
cabin facing forward) in a standard
configuration.

7. Touch any of the displayed section values (width, left/
right or fore/aft) and use the displayed keypad to
enter a new value for the section setting.
NOTE:

The configured swath width and total
AccuRow section width is displayed in the
lower, left corner of the Sections screen.

Center

Touch the displayed AccuRow width to enter a different total section width. The Cruizer II will
automatically divide the new width by the selected number of sections. In a standard implement
configuration, the Swath and total AccuRow section widths should be equal values.
8. Touch Center Sections

at the bottom of the screen to automatically align configured sections end-to-end

centered on the swath midpoint. This will override any manual left/right or fore/aft values entered previously.
Section width adjustments will not be affected.
9. Touch the Accept
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ACCUROW CONTROL SETTINGS
The Planter screen allows the operator to customize the response of the AccuRow system for the specific control
hardware installed on the implement.
1. From the Home screen, select Tools Menu

System

Planter

.

2. Use the sliders or touch the keypad icons to set the
following settings:
NOTE:

Touch the Home icon at any time to return to
the Home Screen.

LOOK AHEAD
AccuRow monitors the GPS position and coverage map
while considering the look ahead times to begin
controlling sections on or off before the section crosses
plant or no-plant boundaries. Look ahead times may help
to compensate for delays in the system including the time
it takes for seed to reach the knives.
NOTE:

The specific look ahead time is a function of the valve or clutch timing and the speed at which the
operator is driving the machine.

COVERAGE PERCENT
AccuRow automatic section control allows the operator to define the amount of coverage tolerated during a field
operation.
For operations which require complete coverage, the coverage percent setting should be set to a higher value
(80% to 100%). When applying products that do not tolerate overlaps, the percent coverage should be set to a
lower value. The default value for the coverage percent is 80%. AccuRow allows a percent coverage value
anywhere from 5 to 100 percent.

OVERRIDE TIME
The AccuRow override feature allows the operator to override the automatic section control feature and force all
AccuRow controlled sections on for a user defined time interval. This feature is useful to when accelerating from a
complete stop or to recover an area where row units were clogged or out of seed. The time for the override may
be modified to match specific application needs.
See the AccuRow Enabled Jobs section on page 28 to enable the AccuRow Override during a field operation.

ACCUROW™ CONTROLLER SETUP
The Controller Setup screen allows the operator to select which sections the AccuRow system will automatically
control. In most cases, the controller settings will be set and not changed unless the implement or application type
changes.
To configure the AccuRow controlled sections:
1. From the Home screen, select Tools Menu
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2. Select Controller Setup
the Planter screen.

in the lower, left corner of

3. Touch the section indicators to enable or disable
sections for automatic section control.
For normal implement configurations, it is
recommended to allow AccuRow to control all sections.
NOTE:

Section 1 corresponds to the left most section
(as observed from the operator cabin facing
forward) in a standard boom configuration.

4. Touch the Accept
icon to save the displayed
settings and return to the Planter screen.

ACCUROW ENABLED JOBS
NOTE:

Refer to the AccuRow™ Initial Calibration section on page 25 for assistance with configuring sections
or setting up the AccuRow override feature.
Review the Cruizer II Operation Guide for instructions on starting a new job or resuming a previous
job.

If AccuRow is enabled for the current guidance operation,
the status of configured sections is displayed below the
coverage map area. During the operation, the section
indicators will display:
• Green if the section is controlled on.
• Red if the section is controlled off.
• Black if the section is not controlled by the AccuRow
system. These sections must be controlled manually
using in-cabin switches or joystick functions.
Override

ACCUROW OVERRIDE
Touch the AccuRow Override

Section
Status

to override all AccuRow controlled sections on for the set override time.

BOUNDARY MAPPING MENU
Recording a field boundary allows the operator to define the field area. Once a field boundary is completed, the
Cruizer II displays the shape of the field and will also calculate the total area within the field boundary.

RECORD A ZONE OR FIELD BOUNDARY
NOTE:

The zone boundary icons in the following section are only available if an optional AccuRow system is
detected by the Cruizer II console.
While a guidance session may only contain a single field boundary, any number of no-spray zones
may be created.
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1. Begin with the vehicle stopped at the beginning of the field boundary.
2. From the Home screen, touch Start Job

.

3. Review the Cruizer II Operation Guide for assistance with starting a new job or resuming a previous job. The
Cruizer II Guidance screen will be displayed.

4. Next, touch Boundary Mapping Menu
Boundary Tools

and Boundary Tools

or Zone

.

5. Select the desired marker location which the Cruizer II will use to record the boundary. The marker location
may be set to the left, right or center of the configured guidance width.
NOTE:

Select the Pause when not Applying option to allow the Cruizer II to automatically pause boundary
recording if the coverage History is toggled off.

6. Touch Boundary Mapping Menu

Record

or Record Zone

.

7. Begin driving along the desired zone or field boundary. Cruizer II will record the boundary path according to
the selected marker location.
NOTE:

Cruizer II will display the recorded path of a field boundary with a blue line. Zones will display with a
yellow line.

8. While recording, touch Boundary Mapping Menu

Field

Zone

to access the following field boundary or zone tools:

Description
Pause - While recording a feature, touch the Pause icon to pause recording of the boundary or
zone. This feature is useful when refilling tanks or when the vehicle path is not part of the
boundary.
When paused, select Record

or Record Zone

to resume recording the zone or

boundary.
Stop - Touch the Stop icon to complete the boundary or zone. Cruizer II will close the zone or
boundary feature by connecting the start point and the current vehicle location with a straight
line.
The Cruizer II automatically completes the boundary or zone feature if the vehicle returns to
within one boom width of the starting point.
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Reset - Select the Reset icon to clear the current boundary or zone.
Delete - Touch the Delete icon from the Boundary Mapping Menu to select and delete a
completed zone feature.
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CHAPTER6

The following sections provide information on calibrating and operating the AccuRow™ feature using a Raven
Envizio Plus console. For additional information on using the Envizio Plus refer to the Envizio Plus Installation and
Operation Manual.

ACCUROW™ INITIAL CALIBRATION
Use this procedure to calibrate the AccuRow system for the first time. This procedure may also help reconfigure
the AccuRow system if the default settings have been restored for any reason.

SELECT THE ACCUROW™ CONTROLLER
To enable AccuRow, the Envizio Plus console must have CAN System selected in the Boom Control Hardware
Screen. Envizio Plus will then enter AccuRow planting mode whenever it is powered up with the AccuRow node
detected on the CANbus system.
To find this screen when in regular Envizio Plus mode:
1. Touch Configuration Pages button and touch the Next button on Configuration Page 1.

NOTE:

Touch the Done button at any time to return to return to previous screens.
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2. On Configuration Page 2, select the Boom Control button followed by Boom Control Hardware on the Boom
Control Setup screen.

3. Select the CAN System option and Done.
4. Restart the Envizio Plus system to re-initialize the controller.

IMPLEMENT CONFIGURATION
1. Touch the Configuration Pages button followed by the Planter Swath Configuration button on Configuration
Page 1.

NOTE:

Touch the Done button at any time to return to return to previous screens.

2. Enter the planter width in inches and touch Next.
3. Enter the antenna offsets and touch OK.
4. Touch Section Configuration and enter number of sections on the implement (maximum 16).
5. Select the Auto-configure section location option to allow the Envizio Plus to automatically configure sections
end to end along the swath midpoint.
NOTE:

When prompted, the operator may manually adjust section locations if desired.

PLANTER SECTION CONTROL
The Section Control Setup screen allows the operator to select the control hardware available for field operations.
To set the control hardware:
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1. Touch the Configuration Pages button followed by the Next button on Configuration Page 1.

NOTE:

Touch the Done button at any time to return to return to previous screens.

2. On Configuration Page 2, select the Section Control button.

3. On the Section Control Setup screen, touch the Section Control Hardware button to access the following
features:
On-Screen Vehicle Arrow. Select this option to use the on-screen vehicle arrow to toggle coverage mapping on
or off during field operations.
AccuRow Master Switch. Select this option if an external switch is connected to the Envizio Plus to toggle
CAN System. Allows the Envizio Plus to interface with the AccuRow node for automatic section control.
4. Select the desired control options and features and select the Done button.

ACCUROW SETUP
The Section Control Setup screen allows the operator to adjust the response of the AccuRow system based upon
performance during actual field operations. To adjust the AccuRow feature from the Home screen:
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1. Touch the Configuration Pages button followed by the Next button on Configuration Page 1.

NOTE:

Touch the Done button at any time to return to return to previous screens.

2. On Configuration Page 2, select the Section Control button.

3. On the Section Control Setup screen, touch the AccuRow Setup button to access the following features:
NOTE:

Touch the Done button at any time to return to return to previous screens.

TURN OFF PERCENT COVERAGE
This value controls the percentage of the section that must be inside a previously applied area in order for the
boom to turn off. The default value is 80%. This would require that 80% of a section be in a previously applied area
before AccuRow would turn off that section.
NOTE:

If the value is set to 0%, the section will not turn off automatically.

LOOK AHEADS
Depending upon the type of control hardware installed on the implement, it may take several seconds to adjust
when turning planter sections on or off. To help compensate for the hardware response time and mechanical lag
for the row units to begin planting, the look ahead values allow the Viper Pro to begin toggling planter sections on
or off for AccuRow zone maps or previously covered areas.
Turn-On Look-Ahead Seconds. Enter the number of seconds ahead of the vehicle (based on vehicle speed)
which the Viper Pro will scan for zone or coverage boundaries when turning planter sections on.
Turn-Off Look-Ahead Seconds. Enter the number of seconds ahead of the vehicle (based on vehicle speed)
which the Viper Pro will scan for zone or coverage boundaries when turning planter sections off.
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ACCUROW OVERRIDE SECONDS
Enter the number of seconds for AccuRow to turn all planter sections on when the override is activated. Refer to
the Using the AccuRow™ Override section on page 36 for more information about the AccuRow Override feature.

ACCUROW™ SECTION DISABLE
1. Touch the Configuration Pages button followed by the Next button on Configuration Page 1.

NOTE:

Touch the Done button at any time to return to return to previous screens.

2. On Configuration Page 2, select the Section Control button.

3. On the Section Control Setup screen, touch the AccuRow Setup button followed by the Sections button to
display the AccuRow Section Selection screen.
4. Touch the section indicators to toggle AccuRow control for the corresponding section(s).
NOTE:

Section 1 corresponds to the left most section (as observed from the operator cabin facing forward)
in a standard configuration.

5. Touch the OK button and Done to return to the Home screen.

Manual No. 016-0171-275
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ACCUROW™ ENABLED JOBS
Review the Envizio Plus Installation and Operation Manual for instructions on starting jobs on the Envizio Plus
console.
AccuRo
w
Section
Indicator

SECTION INDICATORS
The section indicators will display green when the implement section is controlled on by the AccuRow system.
Sections displayed in red indicate that AccuRow has shut the section off for a zone map feature or previous
coverage.

USING THE ACCUROW™ OVERRIDE
The AccuRow Override feature allows the operator to momentarily override planter sections controlled off by the
AccuRow system. This feature is useful when starting from a complete stop or to recover area that may have been
missed due to empty or clogged row units, etc.
NOTE:

The override will only activate sections currently configured for AccuRow control. Review the
AccuRow™ Section Disable section on page 35 for information on enabling or disabling automatic
section control for planter sections.

To activate the AccuRow override during a field operation, touch the AccuRow Override icon in the upper, right
corner of the display area. The AccuRow system will toggle all sections on and disregard zone or coverage
boundaries for the override set override time. Once the override time has expired, the AccuRow system will
resume normal operation and control sections based upon zone features the current coverage map.

ACCUROW™ ZONE MAPPING
The AccuRow feature allows the operator to select the method for automatic section control based upon coverage
and/or zone maps when setting up a new job. In addition to coverage and zone maps, field boundaries
completed with the AccuRow feature enabled may automatically create a no-plant zone of at least three
implement widths around the outside of the completed field boundary.
NOTE:
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Due to the drift experienced with most DGPS correction sources, recorded field boundaries and zone
maps may drift over time. Depending upon the accuracy and repeatability of the correction source
used to record the map, or used during the field operation, it is recommended to check that a
recorded map or boundary is aligned with the actual field location prior to starting field operations.
For more information or assistance with DGPS correction sources, contact a local Raven dealer.
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CREATING AN ACCUROW™ ZONE MAP
1. Touch the Configuration Pages button followed by the Next button on Configuration Page 1.

NOTE:

Touch the Done button at any time to return to return to previous screens.

2. On Configuration Page 2, select the Section Control button.

3. On the Section Control Setup screen, touch the AccuRow Setup button followed by the Plant Zones button.

4. Select Create New Zone Map to begin creating a new zone map and add zone features to the active job.
NOTE:

After a zone map has been created in the job, the modify and delete zone map options may be used
to edit the zone map in the job.

5. Enter a name for the AccuRow zone map and touch OK.
6. Select the Menu icon in the lower, right corner of the guidance display and select the type of field feature to
record.
• Record No-Plant Zone - Select this option to designate the area within the completed zone boundary as a noplant zone within which AccuRow will automatically shut off sections.
• Record Plant Zone - Select this option to designate the area within the completed zone boundary as a plant
zone within AccuRow will automatically turn on sections.
Manual No. 016-0171-275
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• Field Boundary - Select this option to record the boundary path of the field area. Once the boundary is
complete, the Envizio Plus will automatically assign the area outside of the field (a minimum of three swath
widths) as a no-plant zone. If any sections cross outside of the field area, the AccuRow system will automatically
shut off the sections until the implement returns to the designated field area.
7. Select the desired reference point for the Envizio Plus to track while recording the field boundary or zone
feature and touch OK.
8. Drive the boundary of the feature to begin recording the boundary path. When the zone or boundary is
completed, touch the Menu icon and select the End Recording option.
9. The zone or boundary will be displayed on the guidance screen.
10. Repeat the above process to record additional zones within the job.
NOTE:

Only one field boundary may be recorded per job. Any number of plant or no-plant zones may be
recorded to modify the field boundary map.

11. Touch the Menu icon and select Save and Exit to save the current boundary and zone features and complete
the zone map recording features. If a field boundary has been recorded, the Envizio Plus will create the no
plant zone around field boundary at this time.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

CHAPTER7

7

GENERAL ISSUES
Issue

Possible Cause
• No power to CAN
node(s)

Solution
• Verify that there is +12 V DC power and a good
ground to the node logic power connections.

• Weak or dirty power to • Verify that the node logic power is coming from a
the CAN node(s)
clean power bus or directly from the vehicle battery.

CAN node(s) not
detected

Touch screen does
not respond to
touch

Red DGPS Status
indicator on the
Home screen

Node not detected

• Water in CAN node(s)

• Do not direct any pressure or wash stream directly at
the CAN node(s) to prevent water and moisture from
building up in the node enclosure. It is recommended
to use dielectric grease in any connections which will
be exposed to precipitation, agricultural chemicals or
other sources of moisture.

• Corrosion in CAN
connections

• Disconnect and clean the CAN connections. It is
recommended to use dielectric grease in any
connections which will be exposed to precipitation,
agricultural chemicals or other sources of moisture.

• Broken cable to node

• Repair or replace cable.

• Lower power voltage

• Verify at least +10 V DC at the node connector.

• Area touched does not
• Touch an area of the screen that contains a selectable
include a selectable
function.
function
• System processor is
busy

• Wait for the system to finish processing an previous
requests or current incoming data.

• GPS cable is not
connected

• Check the cable between the GPS receiver and the
console.

• No power to the GPS
receiver

• Check power to the GPS receiver.

• Incorrect port setting

• Make sure that the port settings on the console and
the GPS receiver are the same.

• Incorrect GPS source
selected

• Verify that the correct GPS source is selected.

• Wrong Control Type
• Verify the Control Type setting is correct for the
selected on the Control
system.
Interface screen.
• Node connection issue
•
in CAN system.

CAN AccuRow
control node does
not power down
Manual No. 016-0171-275

• The power wire is
connected directly to a • Reroute power to a switched source of power or use a
+12 V DC power
relay to switch power to the node.
source.
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SETUP ISSUES
Issue
Previous settings
have been lost

Possible Cause

Solution

• Settings data
deleted from
memory

• See controller manual for more information.

• Poor CAN
connections

•

JOB ISSUES
Issue

Possible Cause
• AccuRow enabled
but machine not
planting.

Solution
• Turn section and master switches on.
• Move the machine out of the applied zone or enable
the override feature.

• CAN disconnected •
Section numbers do • The section is not
set up properly or
not turn green
selected.
(remain white)
• Nodes not
completely
programmed

Date and time are
incorrect (Default
job name displays
incorrect date and
time)

• Check the section set up in the control console.
• Check the node calibration and ensure all settings
have been entered correctly for the specific
implement.

• The section is
disconnected

• Check the connection and wiring to the boom or
implement.

• No GPS

• Make sure that the GPS receiver is operating properly
and that the GPS status indicator is indicating that the
console is receiving corrections from the receiver.

• No RMC or ZDA
• Check that the receiver is configured to transmit the
messages received RMC or ZDA massages.
• Incorrect time
zone selected

• Verify the correct time zone setting is selected.

COVERAGE MAP ISSUES
Issue
Gaps displayed in
coverage map
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Possible Cause

Solution

• Section widths not
• Check the section widths and section center values.
set correctly
• Guidance and
section width not
the same

• Set the guidance width and the overall section width
to the same value.
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GPS ERROR MESSAGES
Issue

Possible Cause

Solution
• Make sure a GPS receiver is connected to the console
and the receiver is properly powered up and receiving
DGPS corrections.

Guidance not
available

• Displays when
starting a job
without GPS
available

No differential

• Check the GPS receiver to ensure that a differential
• Differential
corrections are not correction source is selected and the receiver has
properly converged. Contact the receiver
detected by
manufacturer for additional information.
console

No GPS

• Console does not • Make sure that the GPS receiver is powered on and
detect a GPS signal receiving a correction signal.

High HDOP

• Satellite
constellation issue

• Select auto-detect if available.

• There is no issue with the DGPS receiver or cabling.
Wait for the satellite orientation to change and resolve
the issue before continuing the job.

CAN TROUBLESHOOTING
Although the control algorithm is located within the CAN node, all of the same troubleshooting techniques used
in a traditional hard-wired system still apply to a CAN system. CAN allows for modularization of the control
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system, but the behavior of the system remains the same. Flow and speed sensors, as well as the control valve and
boom valves, are used in the same fashion. Below are some common causes for communication failures
Issue

CANbus cannot
read control node

Possible Cause
• The node is not
connected to the
CANbus

• Connect the node and re-initialize the console to read
the product node.

• Node is not
properly powered

• Connect the clean power (16 gauge) wire and high
current power (12 gauge) red wire from the node
harness to a +12 V DC power source capable of
supplying power to all nodes connected to the
CANbus system.

• Node is not
properly grounded

• Connect the clean ground (16 gauge) wire and the
high current ground (12 gauge) wire to a good quality
ground source. Raven recommends grounding wires
to the negative terminal of the battery.

• CANbus ends not
properly
terminated

• Make sure that both ends of the CANbus system are
properly terminated.

• Corroded pins in
CANbus
connections
• Moisture in
connection

• Connectors not
sealed properly
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Solution

• Check CANbus cable connectors for any highly
corroded pins.
• Ensure diaelectric grease has been applied to all cable
connections exposed to weather and field conditions.
• Check CANbus cable connectors for any corroded
pins.
• Ensure diaelectric grease has been applied to all cable
connections exposed to weather and field conditions.
• Check that all CANbus cable connectors are inserted
fully (until the locking tab is engaged).
• Be sure to remove any moisture in connections which
are not properly seated. Check for corroded pins and
apply dielectric grease when reconnecting CANbus
cables.
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Limited Warranty
What Does this Warranty Cover?

This warranty covers all defects in workmanship or materials in your
Raven Applied Technology Division product under normal use,
maintenance, and service when used for intended purpose.

How Long is the Coverage Period?

Raven Applied Technology products are covered by this warranty for 12
months from the date of retail sale. In no case will the Limited Warranty
period exceed 24 months from the date the product was issued by
Raven Industries Applied Technology Division. This warranty coverage
applies only to the original owner and is non-transferable.

How Can I Get Service?

Bring the defective part and proof of purchase to your Raven dealer.
If the dealer approves the warranty claim, the dealer will process the
claim and send it to Raven Industries for final approval. The freight cost
to Raven Industries will be the customer’s responsibility. The Return
Materials Authorization (RMA) number must appear on the box and all
documentation (including proof of purchase) must be included inside
the box to be sent to Raven Industries.

What Will Raven Industries Do?

Upon confirmation of the warranty claim, Raven Industries will (at our
discretion) repair or replace the defective product and pay for the
standard return freight, regardless of the inbound shipping method.
Expedited freight is available at the customer’s expense.

What is not Covered by this Warranty?

Raven Industries will not assume any expense or liability for repairs
made outside our facilities without written consent. Raven Industries
is not responsible for damage to any associated equipment or
products and will not be liable for loss of profit, labor, or other
damages. The obligation of this warranty is in lieu of all other
warranties, expressed or implied, and no person or organization is
authorized to assume any liability for Raven Industries.
Damages caused by normal wear and tear, misuse, abuse,
neglect, accident, or improper installation and maintenance are
not covered by this warranty.
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Extended Warranty
What Does this Warranty Cover?

This warranty covers all defects in workmanship or materials in your Raven Applied
Technology Division product under normal use, maintenance, and service when
used for intended purpose.

Do I Need to Register My Product to Qualify for the
Extended Warranty?

Yes. Products/systems must be registered within 30 days of retail sale to receive
coverage under the Extended Warranty. If the component does not have a serial
tag, the kit it came in must be registered instead.

Where Can I Register My Product for the Extended Warranty?
To register, go online to www.ravenhelp.com and select Product Registration.

How Long is the Extended Warranty Coverage Period?

Raven Applied Technology products that have been registered online are covered
for an additional 12 months beyond the Limited Warranty for a total coverage period
of 24 months from the date of retail sale. In no case will the Extended Warranty
period exceed 36 months from the date the product was issued by Raven Industries
Applied Technology Division. This Extended Warranty coverage applies only to the
original owner and is non-transferable.

How Can I Get Service?

Bring the defective part and proof of purchase to your Raven dealer. If the dealer
approves the warranty claim, the dealer will process the claim and send it to Raven
Industries for final approval. The freight cost to Raven Industries will be the
customer’s responsibility. The Return Materials Authorization (RMA) number must
appear on the box and all documentation (including proof of purchase) must be
included inside the box to be sent to Raven Industries. In addition, the words
“Extended Warranty” must appear on the box and all documentation if the failure is
between 12 and 24 months from the retail sale.

What Will Raven Industries Do?

Upon confirmation of the product’s registration for the Extended Warranty and the
claim itself, Raven Industries will (at our discretion) repair or replace the defective
product and pay for the standard return freight, regardless of the inbound shipping
method. Expedited freight is available at the customer’s expense.

What is Not Covered by the Extended Warranty?
Raven Industries will not assume any expense or liability for repairs made outside
our facilities without written consent. Raven Industries is not responsible for
damage to any associated equipment or products and will not be liable for loss of
profit, labor, or other damages. Cables, hoses, software enhancements, and
remanufactured items are not covered by this Extended Warranty. The obligation of
this warranty is in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied, and no person
or organization is authorized to assume any liability for Raven Industries.
Damages caused by normal wear and tear, misuse, abuse, neglect, accident,
or improper installation and maintenance are not covered by this warranty.
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